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Making a Muddler
How the British Far Left learned to talk about Shostakovich

By Laura Del Col Brown

And really, it’s a lot easier living that way, it’s more convenient to think
that your friend is a rich and free man who can treat you to a luxurious 
dinner. Thinking that your friend is in prison is not pleasant. … No, it’s 
much easier to believe what you see. … As I understand it, they don’t 
like to remember this in the West. For they’re always right, the great 
Western humanists, lovers of truthful literature and art1. 

- words attributed to Dmitri Shostakovich in Testimony

A day in the library of the Society for Co-operation in Russian and 

Soviet Studies (SCRSS) is likely to involve thumbing through handwritten 

card catalogues, hunting for books behind other books, and, just possibly, 

knocking over a cardboard model of the Kremlin. But those who persevere in

these collections, spread over three floors of a house in Brixton, south 

London, will find a unique trove of material relating to Soviet history, arts 

and culture. 

The SCRSS was founded in 1924 by a group of leftist artists and 

intellectuals (including E.M. Forster, Bertrand Russell and Virginia Woolf) 

1 Solomon Volkov, Testimony: The Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich (London: Faber & 
Faber, 1981), 152-153.
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under the name Society for Cultural Relations between the Peoples of the 

British Commonwealth and the USSR, or SCR for short. In its heyday, the 

SCR consisted of several more or less independently operating “Sections,” 

each of which organised events and publications relating to a specific topic. 

For much of its history, the Music Section was headed by the composer and 

Communist activist Alan Bush.2

The Music Section actively promoted Shostakovich’s work, sponsoring 

the London premieres of several pieces. Yet at the same time, the SCR 

actively and consistently defended the official Soviet view of Shostakovich, 

including Zhdanov’s condemnation of 1948. 

How did the SCR deal with this conundrum? We can trace some of the 

strategies it used through its quarterly Anglo-Soviet Journal (ASJ), which was

published from 1940 until 1992. (The Music Section also produced 

“Bulletins” of its own, but they either haven’t survived or haven’t been 

tracked down by SCRSS’s archivists3.) Some issues of the ASJ have been put

2 “About Us,” Society for Co-operation in Russian and Soviet Studies, accessed 29 
October 2016, http://www.scrss.org.uk/aboutus.htm
3  Ralph Gibson (honorary secretary, SCRSS) in discussion with the author, November 

2016.

http://www.scrss.org.uk/aboutus.htm
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online by a third party4 (without SCRSS’s permission5), but others can be 

found only in the SCRSS library, in a bookcase next to the cardboard 

Kremlin. As I looked through the shelves, stray covers fluttered out, bearing 

photos of Stalin or of beaming Young Pioneers. 

Most issues began with the SCR’s mission statement:

The Society was founded in 1924 as a non-political organisation, with 
the object of collecting and diffusing in both countries information on 
developments in science, education, philosophy, art, literature, and 
social and economic life.6 

In truth, the ASJ’s articles never questioned the Soviet government’s 

line, and the “diffusing of information” often consisted of reprinting articles 

from the official Soviet press. 

Early coverage, 1940-47

The ASJ’s involvement with Shostakovich began in the first pages of 

the first issue, when the composer was listed on the Journal’s “Editorial 

Advisory Board” - a group that also included Kenneth Clark, Julian Huxley, 

Sergei Eisenstein and Trofim Lysenko.7 The Society’s records don’t make 

4  “The Anglo-Soviet Journal Archives,” unz.org, accessed 13 November 2016, 
https://www.unz.org/Pub/AngloSovietJ

5  Ralph Gibson in discussion with the author, November 2016.
6  “The Society for Cultural Relations,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal 1(1) (1940): 2.
7  “Editorial Advisory Board,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal 1(1) (1940): 3.

https://www.unz.org/Pub/AngloSovietJ
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clear what this position actually entailed or how it came about; it’s likely to 

have been purely honorary8. The only writings by Shostakovich to appear in 

the ASJ were reprints from the Soviet press, and I haven’t found references to

the SCR in any of the composer’s published correspondence.

The second issue, published in April 1940, contained this summary of 

Shostakovich’s career so far:

Dimitri Shostakovich, born 25th September 1906, is the most brilliant 
of the composers the Soviet Union has produced….In 1936 the 
discussion of the stylistic problems raised by the opera The Lady 
Macbeth of Mtsensk (1930-1932) and its withdrawal from the repertoire
shook the musical world. The public disapproval compelled him to give
up his search after effect for its own sake, to drop the pursuit of unusual
forms and to concentrate on depth of content and directness of 
expression. He has returned to the deeper sources of inspiration that 
characterised his first symphony9.

After Hitler invaded the Soviet Union, the ASJ naturally focused on the 

war effort. It discussed the Seventh Symphony in tones not vastly different 

from those of the mainstream Western press. Alan Bush praised 

Shostakovich’s work as a firefighter10 and said that the Seventh “did much to 

develop the love and understanding of the Soviet people for their composers, 

8  Ralph Gibson  in discussion with the author, November 2016.
9  F.C., “Musical Notes,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal 1(2) (1940): 172-173.
10  Alan Bush, “Soviet Music in War-Time,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal, 2(4) (1941): 

344-345.
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and therefore advanced the art of music appreciably11.” An article by the old 

revolutionary Yemelyan Yaroslavsky, presumably provided by the Soviet 

government, informed readers that Shostakovich’s symphony had been 

inspired by Leningrad’s workers, and said that “Shostakovich is deeply 

convinced of [the] truth” of recent patriotic lines by “Djamboul, the old poet 

of Kazakstan12.” 

Of more interest was another Soviet-supplied piece, signed by David 

Oistrakh:

Only the spirit of the weak is broken by catastrophes. With a strong 
man, deep suffering only increases his strength, ennobles him, and 
strengthens his determination. This is particularly true of the artist. The 
blows of fate open up to him a world of new emotions, fill his mind 
with new pictures.
The Seventh Symphony means very much to us because each one of us 
has lived through the profoundly human emotions described in it. The 
Symphony rings with a thunderous protest against the dark forces 
attempting to destroy the great achievements of culture and of progress;
the forces which are attempting to destroy all that is noble and 
beautiful, the whole creation of human effort. …
The intensity and the accumulation of feeling of [the first] movement 
have been achieved for the orchestra with such a courageous and 
inspiring mastery that there is hardly anything more perfect in 
symphonic music.
At the highest upward point the sinister theme somehow meets the 
opposing elements filled with the immense strength of opposition. The 

11  Alan Bush, “Soviet Music in War-Time,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal, 5(2) (1944): 31.
12  Emelyan Yaroslavsky, “Shostakovich’s Seventh Symphony,” The Anglo-Soviet 

Journal, 3(3) (1942): 178.
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struggle begins. It is not finished in the first part. But the way is already
barred to the menacing force ….
With its rhythmic complications, which test all the power and ability of 
the orchestra, the allegro calls to mind episodes from the battle scenes.
Never in this Symphony of Shostakovich do we find anything which 
uses the very obvious means of presenting war, which the great variety 
of modern instruments makes so easily possible. There is nothing in his 
music which records the whir of the plane, the whistle of the bullet, the 
bursting of the shell. None the less it is war. The purpose comes with 
extraordinary clarity to each listener. This is war because it expresses 
just those feelings to be found in every man in this war. …
This music unites elements of both art and science. Shostakovich’s skill
is great enough in itself to become a subject for scientific research. The 
scoring shows an astonishing mastery. The richness and beauty of 
individual instruments, their great variety, make a perfect pattern of 
great music.13

In 1944, Bush even found a kind word for the then much-criticised 

Eighth Symphony, quoting Glière’s description of it as “a monumental work 

bearing the stamp of [Shostakovich’s] great talent14.” But things were soon to

change.

Zhdanovshchina and its aftermath, 1948-58

When acting as apologists for Zhdanov - as they unfailingly did - the ASJ’s 

writers faced difficulties that their Soviet counterparts did not. Their readers 

13  David Oistrakh, “A Symphony of the Great Struggle,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal, 
3(3) (1942): 180-181.

14  Bush, “Soviet Music in War-Time” (1944), 32.
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were not obliged to forget that Shostakovich’s name had once appeared on 

the journal’s advisory board, or that his Seventh Symphony had been lavishly

praised in its pages. (They might even have remembered that in 1946 the ASJ

had run a laudatory piece about Vano Muradeli, whose opera The Great 

Friendship was the ostensible trigger for the 1948 decree on music15.) Other 

sources of information were freely available. Most importantly, 

Shostakovich’s music (or at least those pieces that had already seen the light 

of day) could not be suppressed in Britain: the composer could present his 

own case as he never could at home. 

In order for pro-Soviet intellectuals in Britain to feel comfortable with 

what was happening in the USSR, the restraints that the Soviet authorities 

imposed by force on their own people would have to be recreated in 

psychological form.

Over the next ten years, the ASJ employed a number of strategies to 

cope with this situation. First, its writers repeatedly claimed that the Zhdanov

doctrine could only be properly understood in its political and social context. 

Second, Zhdanov’s defenders insisted again and again that his doctrine 

15  Elizaveta Kann, “Vano Muradyelli: A Musician’s Path,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal, 
6(2) (1946): 25-28
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merely reflected the will of the people, and indeed of Soviet composers 

themselves. Third, with occasional exceptions, the ASJ’s writers steered clear

of implying that Shostakovich and other composers deserved to be oppressed;

rather, they scoffed at the notion that they were oppressed at all. The non-

communist Western press was accused of misrepresenting or oversimplifying

the situation and assumed to be blinded by bias, while the public statements 

of composers inside the Soviet Union were taken at face value and assumed 

to have been freely made.

The journal’s first discussion of the new doctrine came in an article by 

the music critic H.G. Sear that appeared a few months after the Central 

Committee’s decision on The Great Friendship. Its opening paragraph 

consists not so much of special pleading as of a special demand:

Unless you can imagine our British composers holding regular sessions 
in which they freely discuss their latest works, their present problems 
and their outlook for the future; unless you can visualise your 
Government maintaining, and in council with their experts directing 
musical activity; unless you are capable of conceiving a way of life in 
which your efforts as an individual citizen are truly integral to the 
health and prosperity of the nation, you are in no case to assess the 
merits or demerits of the attitude recently taken up by the Executive 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union towards certain
works by Soviet composers, more particularly as only a fraction of the 
case has been presented by the European Press.16

16  H.G. Sear, “Music in the U.S.S.R.: The Background to a Controversy,” The Anglo-
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After a long explanation of Soviet musical training and professional 

organisation (including the ironic claim, “The composer pregnant with a 

mighty opera has not to keep body and soul together by arranging musical 

comedies for piano and saxophone or by hackwork teaching17”), Sear moves 

on to the second strategy I described, asserting that the Central Committee’s 

statement merely reflects the views Soviet composers had expressed at the 

Plenary Meetings of the Union of Soviet Composers two years earlier:

It was only in the more thoughtful [Western] newspapers, well after the 
event, that it appeared that there were others, not laymen, who shared 
Zhdanov’s views. And of these few, if any, admitted that Zhdanov’s 
momentous speech was no more than a summing up of several warm 
discussions, delivered judicially and with the forcefulness of one versed
in public matters.18

In fact, the opposite was the case. As historian Kiril Tomoff notes, “the 

Zhdanovshchina’s first big salvos effectively usurped the Composers’ 

Union’s power to set its own creative agenda.” By the time of the 1946 

Plenary Meetings, the Central Committee had already issued resolutions on 

theatre, literature and film; composers knew which way the wind was 

blowing.19 A few weeks before the decision on The Great Friendship, the 

Soviet Journal IX(2) (1948): 37.
17  Sear, “Music in the U.S.S.R.,” 38.
18  Sear, “Music in the U.S.S.R.,” 39-41.
19  Kiril Tomoff, Creative Union: The Professional Organisation of Soviet Composers, 
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Politburo had sacked the Union’s leadership and replaced it with a new 

secretariat headed by Tikhon Khrennikov.20 (This didn’t stop Sear from 

naming Khrennikov as one of the non-laymen whose opinion validated the 

decree21.) 

Unlike most contributors who would follow him, Sear does express 

hostility toward Shostakovich. (This may reflect his prejudices: he’d 

previously been known for attacks on modernist music22 and musical 

comedy23.) He says there has been “a profound falling off” in Shostakovich’s 

work, and refers contemptuously to “Young Shostakoviches”24 - a phrase that

recalls Alexander Kostomolotsky’s famous cartoon for Sovetskaya muzika. 

He even pays a backhanded compliment to the Seventh and Shostakovich’s 

wartime contributions:

It has been said that the Soviet composer is too much isolated from the 
mass of his fellow-men. Exception has been taken to the fact that during
the war he was kept at home, and even sent to a place of safety when 
Leningrad, for instance, was in danger.

1939-1953 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2006), 98-100.
20  Tomoff, Creative Union, 123.
21  Sear, “Music in the U.S.S.R.,” 40.
22  Duncan Hall, “More Than a Pleasant Way to Pass the Time? Alan Bush and Socialist 

Music Between the Wars,” Alan Bush Music Trust, accessed 23 October 2016, 
http://www.alanbushtrust.org.uk/articles/article_dhall.asp.

23  John Lowerson, Amateur Operatics: A Social and Cultural History (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2005), 139.

24  Sear, “Music in the U.S.S.R.,” 40.

http://www.alanbushtrust.org.uk/articles/article_dhall.asp
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This did not prevent Shostakovich, to name only one, from being an 
active firewatcher any more than it prevented him from writing a 
number of patriotic works culminating in the Leningrad Symphony25.

(In fact, efforts were being made in the Soviet Union at this time to 

minimise the importance of the Seventh.26 But these were intended to 

counteract popular opinion, not reflect it: When the Party leadership collected

records of the public’s reactions to the 1948 resolution, they found that one of

the most frequently asked questions was what audiences were supposed to 

think now about the Leningrad.27 Nonetheless, the idea that Shostakovich’s 

symphony had been less successful than originally claimed gained a foothold 

among leftist critics in the West, with the composer Bernard Stevens 

repeating it in a book review for the ASJ in 195328.)

Sear ends by saying:

Meanwhile Soviet composers, invigorated, go on working. Their 
‘employers’ have not locked them out. The ‘intervention’ of the State 
will have a chastening but not a deadening influence29.

The next year, 1949, Alan Bush reviewed Alexander Werth’s book 

25  Sear, “Music in the U.S.S.R.,” 39.
26  Tomoff, Creative Union, 127.
27  Tomoff, Creative Union, 146.
28  Bernard Stevens, “Problems in Music,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XIV(2) (1953): 45-

46.
29  Sear, “Music in the U.S.S.R.,” 41.
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Musical Uproar in Moscow. His piece was titled “A Remarkable Document” 

- meaning Zhdanov’s. Bush wrote that Werth, a Russian-born journalist who 

was the Moscow correspondent for The Guardian, was “not worth much, 

either as a commentator on the documents, or as a reliable reporter of the 

facts,” and criticised him for referring to the statement on The Great 

Friendship as a “decree” rather than a “decision”: “This is vulgarly known as

‘smearing30.’” Like Sear, he insisted that the doctrine’s principles made sense

“in socialist society31,” and dismissed claims of oppression: “It seems that the

familiar figures of the Soviet musical world have escaped the arrest which 

Mr. Werth so uproariously trumpeted32.”

Harold C. Feldt, one of the translators of Zhdanov’s Essays on 

Literature, Philosophy and Music, contributed two pieces on the topic in 

1950 and 1951. He assured readers again that the decision on music “was 

warmly welcomed by the people, by the intellectuals, and by art workers,” 

and cited Shostakovich’s statement to the Congress of Composers in April 

1948:

30  Alan Bush, “A Remarkable Document,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal  X(3) (1949):20.
31  Bush, “A Remarkable Document,” 19.
32  Bush, “A Remarkable Document,” 20.
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D. Shostakovich, A. Khachaturian and other composers who had 
allowed formalist errors to creep into their work, spoke at the Congress.
They said that the nation-wide criticism of their work was of 
exceptional value to them; it would help them to correct their mistakes 
and in the future write music that would be comprehensible and near to 
the Soviet people33.

(Note that Feldt referred to “formalism” without explaining what it 

meant. This seems to have been common among leftist critics in the West; 

see, for example, the quotations from Dutch critic Hugo van Dalen’s writings

in DSCH Journal no. 4534.)

In his second article, Feldt quoted a piece that had appeared under 

Shostakovich’s name in a recent VOKS bulletin, again stating his acceptance 

of the Party’s criticism. This, Feldt wrote, 

serves to re-emphasise a truth long known to all but the wilfully blind: 
the decision of the Central Committee was the crystallisation of the 
demands of the vast number of Soviet music lovers, and the direct 
outcome of the discontent of Soviet concert audiences. … It is precisely
this listening to the audience that seems to raise the bloodpressure of 
some of our "experts " on Soviet cultural affairs35.

In both pieces Feldt singled out Song of the Forests for praise, calling it 

33  H.C. Feldt, “Recent Developments in Soviet Music,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XI(1)
(1950): 44.

34  Olga de Kort, “The Reception of Shostakovich’s Music in the Netherlands,” DSCH 
Journal 45 (2016): 12.

35  Harold C. Feldt, “Zhdanov on Music,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XII(2) (1951): 53.
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Shostakovich’s “first important vocal work” and suggesting that official 

approval of the piece showed its composer was suffering no hardship36. 

The latter view was echoed by Thomas Russell, Managing Director of 

the London Philharmonic, who reported in 1950 on his experience of being a 

“Musician in Moscow.” (Russell also pointed out that Shostakovich’s fee for 

his score to The Young Guard had been “as much as the woman director of 

the textile factory would earn in four years.”) Russell said “it was clear from 

the moment I reached Moscow” that the composers named in the 1948 

decision were not “blackguarded, banned, and banished,” and added: “It is 

difficult for us to understand these social criticisms of the work of musicians 

and other artists. Difficult because we have accepted the separation between 

the artist and his people37.”

 
Words and music

Yet as the ASJ repeatedly proclaimed its support for the official criticism of 

Shostakovich, the Music Section’s activity told a different story. In October 

and November 1948, it sponsored not one but two concerts that included 

36  Feldt, “Recent Developments in Soviet Music,”  48.
37  Thomas Russell, “Musician in Moscow,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XI(1) (1950): 53-

54.
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Shostakovich’s music: the Cello Sonata played by William Pleeth and 

Margaret Good, and unspecified work(s) for violin and piano played by 

Joshua Glazier and James Gibb38. In April 1949, the SCR helped to organise 

the UK premiere of String Quartet no. 3, performed by the Aeolian Quartet at

Wigmore Hall39. In August 1951, a “tape-recording recital” (which seems to 

have consisted of playing tapes sent from the U.S.S.R.) included the First 

Ballet Suite40. Two more such recitals in 1955 included the first British 

performance of the Tenth Symphony41 and ten of the 24 Preludes and Fugues.

Alan Bush gave a talk on this last work in January 1958, illustrating it with 

examples on the piano42. 

The organisers may or may not have realised it, but all of these pieces 

had been suppressed or censured in the composer’s homeland. The Cello 

Sonata had been attacked as “bourgeois” by critics in 1935, in a 

foreshadowing of the later assault on Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk43. The First 

Ballet Suite included material from The Limpid Stream, which had been 

38  “S.C.R. Activities: Reports From All Sections,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal IX(4) 
(1948): 20.

39  “S.C.R. Activities: Reports From All Sections,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal X(2) 
(1949): 37.

40  “SCR Notes,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XII(4) (1951):53.
41  “SCR Programme of London Events,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XV(4) (1954): 48.
42  “SCR Notes,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XIX(1) (1958):  28.
43  Ian MacDonald, The New Shostakovich (London: Pimlico, 2006), 114.
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banned since the publication of “Balletic Falsity” (the follow-up to “Muddle 

Instead of Music”) in 1936. String Quartet no. 3, while never officially 

banned, had effectively been withdrawn from performance after 194844. Both 

the Tenth Symphony and the Preludes and Fugues had a hostile response 

from the Composers’ Union, with Khrennikov saying that Shostakovich 

should stick with the formula he’d hit upon in Song of the Forests45 (a work 

whose performance the SCR did not arrange). 

Whether any of this was mentioned at the concerts is not recorded. The 

only hint is this sentence that follows the report of the performance of the 

Third String Quartet: “The postponed discussion on ‘Problems of Soviet 

Musical Theory,’ between Alan Bush and Scott Goddard, was planned for 

June 9th46.”

Perhaps that was ultimately how pro-Soviet intellectuals resolved the 

cognitive dissonance that Zhdanovshchina must have caused: by viewing it in

the context of wider-ranging “problems,” a web of complex issues in which 

they were not required to make a definite moral choice.

44  Laurel Fay, Shostakovich: A Life (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 318.
45  Elizabeth Wilson, Shostakovich: A Life Remembered (Princeton and Oxford: 

Princeton University Press, 2006), 305.
46  “S.C.R. Activities: Reports From All Sections” (1949): 37.
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The 1958 decree and beyond

If February 1948 had posed difficulties for the ASJ, May 1958 must have 

found it in an even more awkward position. The editors chose to let 

Shostakovich himself introduce the news of his and his fellow composers’ 

rehabilitation. The Autumn 1958 issue carried two pieces under his byline, 

which had originally appeared in Izvestiya (”Closer to the People”) and 

Pravda (”The World Prestige of Soviet Art”). The second piece said:

I have been deeply moved by the manifestations of the Communist 
Party’s care and attention for Soviet music and Soviet composers. The 
Central Committee resolution of May 28, 1958, made me happy, first 
and foremost because it stresses the high place Soviet music rightly 
takes in the promotion of socialist culture. The resolution wipes out the 
unfair and sweeping appraisals of various Soviet composers, and opens 
up wonderful prospects for the further advance of Soviet music along 
the path of realism. The exceedingly high ideological, moral and ethical
standard of this resolution delights us Soviet musicians and all the 
legions of admirers of Soviet music47.

The same issue contained an unsigned interview with Shostakovich, 

conducted during the composer’s recent visit to Oxford to receive an 

honorary degree:

We then asked what he considered to be the significance for Soviet 

47  Dmitri Shostakovich, “The World Prestige of Soviet Art,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal 
XIX(3) (1958): 5.
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music of the recent decision of the Central Committee of the Soviet 
Communist Party correcting its 1948 resolution on Muradeli’s opera 
Great Friendship. This new resolution, Shostakovich replied, was a 
very right and just decision. The 1948 resolution had said many correct 
things about the national folk character [narodnost] of music, and about
the great significance to Soviet music of the heritage of classical music, 
especially classical music. But it had also contained unjust statements 
about outstanding Soviet composers like Prokofiev, Shebalin, 
Myaskovsky, Popov and others. Shostakovich said he did not include 
himself, as he did not consider himself a great composer, but he was 
none the less personally pleased with the decision. By correcting the 
mistakes it had given great happiness to Soviet composers. “I am sure,” 
Shostakovich said, “that they will compose many wonderful pieces and 
new works under the influence of this resolution.” He added that he 
would like to stress that it showed how much attention the government 
and central committee paid to Soviet music and composers48.

Other topics discussed in the interview included Shostakovich’s work 

on Moscow-Cheryomushki (“’Why an operetta?’ many people asked him. 

‘And why not an operetta?’ he replied”) and his completion of Musorgsky’s 

Khovanshchina. When asked about  rumours that he was composing a new 

opera,“Shostakovich said he was not working on any other operatic work.” 

When asked what he planned to compose in future, 

He replied that he preferred to talk about what he was doing rather than 
about his future plans. He had many, many ideas for works, but not all 
of them would be realised. He often received letters, he said, enclosing 
newspaper cuttings which said he was working on such and such a 
project, and asking him what had happened to it. But it had only been 

48  “Interview,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XIX(3) (1958): 7.
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an idea and had not been carried out49. 

Shostakovich is quoted as saying that he had been disappointed by the 

lack of British entries to the recent Tchaikovsky Competition, and that he 

hoped to return to England in January 195950. 

     The task of presenting the ASJ’s own view fell to the Moscow-based 

journalist Ralph Parker. He sympathetically quoted Pravda as saying that the 

original 1948 decree had resulted from the pressures of the Cold War, and 

asserted that the new decision “is by no means a revocation of the Zhdanov 

ukase. In fact, it elevates it to the level of a document for which the Central 

Committee took responsibility, making no mention of Zhdanov's name, and 

stating that ‘on the whole’ it had played a positive role.” Still, he admitted 

that the new decision had been “welcomed in musical circles — and far 

beyond - as a helpful encouragement to experimentation and a severe rebuke 

to a certain category of critics51.”

     After this, the 1948 denunciation - when the ASJ mentioned it at all - was 

discussed in the same terms as the 1936 one: it was part of a history of 

49  “Interview,” 6-7.
50  “Interview,” 8.
51  Ralph Parker, “More About Music,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XIX(3) (1958): 27.
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“criticism” and controversy that need not be explored in detail, and had 

probably been for Shostakovich’s own good. As Bernard Stevens put it in a 

review of four Shostakovich recordings in 1960: “Only those whose political 

prejudice blinds them to artistic truth could … assert that Shostakovich's soul

was destroyed by bureaucratic interference52.” (With unwitting irony, Stevens

also remarked that “The Violin Concerto of 1956 [sic] contains 

Shostakovich's finest lyrical writing, of a much deeper poignancy and 

subtlety than that of Song of the Forests53.”) 

     And that was that. By the time the translator Robert Daglish wrote about 

the premiere of the Thirteenth Symphony in 1963, there were new 

“controversies” to address: “Uppermost in the minds of [”Babi Yar”]'s critics 

is the thought that this passionate and moving protest against anti-Semitism 

wherever it appears may be used abroad by hostile journalists and publishers 

to give an impression of widespread anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union54.”

 In the end, it was the Music Section’s work in promoting Shostakovich

that left an enduring legacy, even within the SCR itself. Immediately after 

52  Bernard Stevens, “Shostakovich Masterpieces,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal XXI(3) 
(1960): 23.

53  Stevens, “Shostakovich Masterpieces,” 24.
54  Robert Daglish, “Moscow Newsletter: The Shostakovich Thirteenth,” The Anglo-

Soviet Journal, XXIV(2) (1963): 21.
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Shostakovich’s death in 1975, the ASJ published a brief item quoting from its

report on the London premiere of String Quartet no. 3 in 1949. The author 

chose not to mention what else the Journal had had to say at that time55.

Conclusion

I wasn’t going to mention George Orwell. The modern intellectual heirs of 

the ASJ’s writers roll their eyes at the appearance of his name. But, like 

Christopher Hitchens (another eyeroll-prompter) when he tried to describe 

North Korea without referring to 1984, I’ve had to admit defeat. In 1942, 

Orwell wrote in his diary:

We are all drowning in filth. When I talk to anyone or read the writings 
of anyone who has any axe to grind, I feel that intellectual honesty and 
balanced judgement have simply disappeared from the face of the earth.
Everyone’s thought is forensic, everyone is simply putting a “case” 
with deliberate suppression of his opponent’s point of view, and, what 
is more, with complete insensitiveness to any sufferings except those of
himself and his friends.56

Reading the ASJ’s coverage of Zhdanovshchina, I realised Orwell had 

thought too small. With enough ideological devotion, well-meaning people 

can dismiss even the sufferings of those they consider friends. 

No reader can have failed to notice that 2017 is the hundredth 

55  “Death of Dmitri Shostakovich,” The Anglo-Soviet Journal, 36(1) (1975): 4.
56  George Orwell, “27.4.42,” digitised by the Orwell Prize, accessed 18 February 2017, 

https://orwelldiaries.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/27-4-42/

https://orwelldiaries.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/27-4-42/
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anniversary of the Russian Revolution. It would be good if, along with 

overpriced vodka cocktails and faux-Cyrillic headlines, the centenary brought

an opportunity for reflection. Intelligent people embracing evil in the name of

good is not a phenomenon restricted to the past. The tattered volumes next to 

the cardboard Kremlin still have something to teach us.

The SCRSS Soviet Collections can be visited by appointment or on 

designated open days. Membership costs £25 per year and includes full 

access to the library, along with the Society’s newsletter and invitations to 

lectures and events. Visit http://www.scrss.org.uk/ for more information.

http://www.scrss.org.uk/

